Get $10 When You Spend $5 Conditions
Promotion End Date: January 20, 2019

Get $10 When You Spend $5 Conditions
1. To receive a one-time $10 Lottery Offer you must follow these steps in order:
a. Sign up and enter promo code TECHTHEHALLS in the Promo Code box
b. Make a minimum deposit of $5 in your account
c. Spend a minimum of $5 on any Lottery product
Your $10 Lottery token will be awarded after you have completed the promotion
requirements.
2. To be eligible for this Lottery promotion you must meet both the deposit requirement as
well as the spend requirement.
3. An Initial Deposit is defined as the first deposit made after registering for PlayNow.com.
To qualify for this promotion, a player’s initial deposit must be $5 or more.
4. Lottery Tokens do not contribute to the deposit or spend requirements. Only cash
deposits are eligible.
5. Promo codes for this promotion are only valid until January 20, 2019.
6. The $10 Lottery Token awarded can only be used on the following eligible games subject
to availability:
LOTTO MAX
Lotto 6/49
BC49
Pacific Hold’em Poker
Keno
Keno Bonus
Extra
Daily Grand

7. If validation of a PlayNow.com is pending, the Token is deposited when the PlayNow.com
account is validated providing all conditions have been met.
8. Refer to PlayNow.com Player Agreement for the Terms and Conditions associated to
Tokens.
9. Tokens awarded as part of this promotion will expire after twenty eight (28) days once it
has been awarded.
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10. All Tokens must be accepted as awarded.
11. This offer is only valid one time during the specified dates of this promotion.
12. This promotion will continue until the dates specified but may be withdrawn, extended, or
changed by PlayNow.com at any time.
13. PlayNow.com reserves the right to adjust or cancel any Tokens awarded in error or any
reason it deems valid.
14. All decisions of PlayNow.com are final and binding.

